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ASCOM teleCARE IP

Through our understanding of efficiency, speed of response and reducing the cost of 
ownership, we have built a solution which combines the full suite of traditional nurse 
call functionality with the power of IP technology. By providing smart integration of 
medical alarms, 3rd party technical alarms, and speech to bedhead, Ascom‘s teleCARE 
IP system goes beyond the traditional benefits which a nurse call system offers: nor-
mal patient calls, assistance calls, emergency alarms and nurse presence. 

The future of nurse call systems 
Nurse call systems have historically used a central server to control and manage sys-
tem resources. Ascom teleCARE IP’s unique decentralised architecture shifts control 
to multiple IP room controllers. Each self-supported IP room controller communicates 
and controls the room’s activities. The system is easily adapted to different organisa-
tional needs and there is no need to install a new network as teleCARE IP runs on the 
healthcare facility‘s existing infrastructure.

Going beyond the basics
Our mobility systems (paging, IP-DECT, VoWiFi, and Smart App) include a powerful 
internal and external voice and messaging solution which offers visual and audible 
alarms from patients, monitoring devices and staff. With our two-way speech solu-
tion you are able to go beyond the capabilities of most nurse call solutions, enabling 
you to speak with your patients, wherever you may be on site. 

Cost-effective
Designed specifically to meet the needs of hospitals, care homes, care groups and 
sheltered accommodation, our solutions provide a complete portfolio for your com-
munication needs. For us, it’s all about getting information to the right person at the 
right time, in a personal and discreet way. As our solution operates on the IP level, it’s 
more cost-effective and more efficient for your organisation.

Flexible solution
With the help of our building blocks, we can create a reliable and scalable solution 
which is fully adaptable to your future needs. You simply add new functions as you 
require! Whether it’s a personal alarm solution to ensure the safety of staff working 
alone or a nurse call solution to handle and distribute calls from patients, Ascom’s 
solutions are bespoke to your hospital’s needs. We listen to your needs to ensure our 
system meets and exceeds your expectations.

Scalability
Due to the decentralised architecture of our system, adding a room, changing confi-
gurations or even merging departments is easy to handle. No matter how small or lar-
ge your healthcare facility, our system will fit its needs without introducing overhead 
costs. The teleCARE IP room controller is a nurse call system on its own and is set up to 
serve a specific room or bed and staff members. The room controllers are capable of 
communicating with each other on the LAN, allowing alarm distribution and a single 
point of administration. A pure example of control centrally and act locally. 

Medical device integration (MDD Compliant)
Building on our vast experience of integrating many different technologies for wire-
less communication and display of critical alerts, we can offer software and hardware 
solutions that are specifically intended for use with medical devices. This provides a 
reliable flow of alerts and notifications. By using a solution for medical device inte-
gration certified by Ascom Wireless Solutions, hospitals can significantly reduce their 
compliance burdens and simplify the deployment of distributed alarm systems.

Wireless nurse call
Ascom’s wireless teleCARE IP solution with positioning employs the latest wireless 
technology to enhance safety, comfort and efficiency in care and nursing homes. You 
will have the flexibility to place wireless modules wherever you need, allowing you to 
adapt as your needs change.
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THE BRAIN BEHIND THE SOLUTION

Healthcare facilities comprise complex communication networks connected with mul-
tiple clinical systems. These provide large amounts of data to mobile workers in order 
to enhance patient care. The interconnection of so many disparate networks and sys-
tems is crucial for speeding communications, improving patient safety, and reducing 
length of stay. 
Ascom‘s Unite solution acts like a brain. It coordinates all of the information from the 
numerous systems - storing, forwarding and recording all of the actions while sen-
ding alerts and messages to the appropriate caregiver in a timely fashion. 

Intelligent integration
Intelligent integrations allow messages and alerts to be sent to individuals or to 
groups based on assignments and responsibilities.  By integrating to your patient 
monitoring system, alarms are distributed to mobile devices using filters and rules - 
so you can decide what alarms to send out and how often. It means that you don’t 
need to be aware of every alarm, only yours. This streamlines your workflow and sa-
ves time, allowing you to focus on the patients assigned to you and thereby providing 
better care.

Improve workflow
When alerts and messages are delivered automatically to staff on the move, virtually 
every department can benefit and improve their workflow. As an example, nurses can 
receive messages from nurse call systems, alarms from Patient Monitoring Systems 
and critical values from Laboratory Information Systems. Phlebotomists, Respiratory 
Therapists, Physical Therapists and many others can receive messages which direct 
them to their next assigned task. This prevents them from walking back to their de-
partment to check-in, making them much more productive.

Two-way speech to bedhead
Our nurse call solution, via Unite, enables two-way speech to the patient‘s bed. A 
patient can simply push a button on their bedside device and speak directly to an 
assigned nurse. This allows the nurse to find out what the patient requires before 
making the journey to them - it may even be a false call, in which case the nurse can 
cancel the call directly from their handset. This intelligent integration provides an 
immediate and direct conversation with the patient, allowing the nurse to make the 
decision whether to take care of the request personally or alternatively assign it to 
another carer directly from their handset. 

Advanced messaging
Ascom‘s Unite delivers critical alarms, messaging and data to mobile staff members, 
regardless of their device type. As well as simple text messaging, our solution sup-
ports two-way interactive messaging and advanced group messaging via a brow-
ser interface. Work teams can be configured to enable group notification allowing 
users to receive only messages and alerts which are relevant to their role, skills-set or 
department. Predefined messages can be easily created and customised for specific 
alert and message content. Our system is so intelligent that you can send the same 
task to multiple members of the same group and when the task is accepted by any 
recipient it is automatically deleted from other devices, freeing them up to accept 
other tasks. 

Providing connection and integration
to a variety of systems...

... managing, filtering and integrating
information from those systems...

... sending out messages and alerts to
multiple devices simulteously.
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ALARM MANAGEMENT

Imagine a hospital without smudged whiteboards and lost sticky notes. Imagine ha-
ving the information you need on a centrally located screen - the status of all pa-
tient alarms across every ward and every bed. You can have exactly this: Ascom‘s 
Messaging Suite comprises a powerful software application which delivers intelligent 
integration, advanced alarm and messaging functionality, and system management 
in one unique package.

Real-time patient alarm status at a glance
By having this real-time data you are able to eliminate the time-consuming process 
of manually updating and maintaining information. This means you can be more ef-
ficient, which ultimately results in improved patient care. Now imagine all this infor-
mation available at a glance: patient monitor alarms, tasks and nursing assignments. 
What could that do for your hospital?

Bridging the gap between alerts and care-givers
The Suite’s pre-defined patient assignment rules, escalation paths and intelligent 
message-filters make sure alerts are sent to the right care-giver at the right time, 
wherever they may be. From the moment a patient presses for help, or a monitor is 
triggered, or a care-giver requests help, Ascom’s Messaging Suite will intuitively make 
that communication flow smoother, filtering the information straight through to the 
people who matter so you can work more efficiently. 

Hospital ward of tomorrow
Our suite is your solution to building a hospital ward of tomorrow. You can build the 
perfect solution for your organisation by selecting different licensing options. The 
choice can range from a simple nursing administration and assignment tool up to 
a solution which provides you an alarm application, bringing emergency response 
teams together in critical situations. 
Take a look at the different licensing options and see what works for you. 

WIRELESS FUNCTIONALITY

Ascom‘s teleCARE IP - wireless nurse call with positioning - employs the latest wire-
less technology to enhance safety, comfort and efficiency in healthcare.
Our solutions provide you with a simple solution to locate patients and residents 
when they call for assistance. Location accuracy is tailored to your needs and the 
layout of your facility. All calls are monitored by the system, indicating from which 
zone the person is calling.

Wanderer control
Patients and residents with dementia or certain medical conditions that cause confu-
sion run a risk of wandering off and hurting themselves. With wanderer control you 
can monitor them discreetly and trigger automatic alerts if and when a patient is 
leaving an area unauthorised and even lock doors automatically.

Cost-effective
Installing wireless teleCARE IP is both cost- and time-effective - ideal for small orga-
nisations on a tight budget. There is no need for an extensive - and expensive - wired 
infrastructure. Even though cost-efficiency is a key benefit, the real winners are resi-
dents and staff.

■ Flexibility over where you place bedside modules
■ Perfect for hospitals that wish to extend their wired solution
■ No wiring to bedside modules
■ Wristband or neck pendant pendant to locate residents - wanderer control
■ Ability to automotically close off areas when pendant is near
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MESSAGING SUITE APPLICATIONS

Unite Admin Optimised performance through improved administration

The Ascom Unite Admin application facilitates 
the management of all users and groups from 
one graphical user interface, regardless of the 
Ascom system deployed, e.g. IP-DECT, VoWiFi, 
teleCARE IP. It also offers discreet access rights 
to users, delivering increased information se-
curity for staff and patients. The Ascom Unite 
Admin provides operational simplicity through 
a unified “control panel” interface resulting in 
less training time and reduced administrative 
costs.

■ Supports single-point administration for As-
com users & groups

■ Provides discreet log-in and administrative 
rights

■ Manages integration to other systems

Ascom Unite Assign is a software application 
that supports a single user interface to staff 
assignment across multiple healthcare systems 
like nurse call and patient monitoring. It ena-
bles hospitals and healthcare clinicians to quic-
kly and easily allocate staff resources across a 
patient ward or unit. Tasks such as patient as-
signment, alarms and events can be managed 
swiftly and more efficiently through a modern, 
graphical user interface.

■ Optimised patient assignment and event 
handling

■ Easy to use with minimal training
■ Single staff assignment for multiple applica-

tions
■ Leaner operations through enhanced clinical 

workflow

Unite Assign Single point of administration for staff assignment

Ascom Unite Alarm Agent is a software applica-
tion providing a unified approach for managing 
rapid response team communication and dis-
patching. Assembling the necessary resources 
to respond to emergencies like cardiac arrest or 
traumatic injuries can be done quickly and effi-
ciently - ensuring a consistent approach for im-
proving response time and tracking of events.

■ Notifies response team members via mobile 
message

■ Minimises response delays & communication 
errors

■ Efficiently manages rapid response resources
■ Provides complete traceability of events

Unite Alarm Agent When every second counts

Ascom Unite View is a software application 
enabling central display or “dashboard” of spe-
cific alarms and alerts across an entire hospi-
tal ward or unit. This dashboard list of current 
alarm conditions allows managers and nursing 
to keep in touch with active patient alarms and 
alerts in a central location.

■ Centralised “dashboard” alarm view
■ Manage overall alert responsiveness
■ Enhance patient alarm notification

Unite View  Enable centralised alarm and event presentation

Ascom Messaging Suite’s licensed applications sit directly on your Windows Server, reducing the need for new hardware.
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A TRULY MOBILE SOLUTION

We understand that working in a mobile environment poses many challenges - you 
need to contactable wherever you are within your hospital and maintain contact 
with many members of staff from different departments. We also understand you 
need to choose a communication device which best suits your hospital. Ascom mo-
bility systems (paging, IP-DECT, VoWiFi, and Unite Axess) include a powerful internal 
and external voice and messaging communication system, enabling you to be fully 
contactable wherever you may be.

Smart device app
Ascom‘s Unite Axess is a communication application enabling alerts and messaging 
for healthcare clinicians on iOS and Android phones and tablets. Patient information 
and alerts are delivered to a smart device utilising robust, standards-based security, 
message encryption and user authentication. Your data remains secure even if a de-
vice is lost.

VoWiFi
Ascom VoWiFi handsets and supporting systems are designed to accommodate open 
standards for communication systems, such as IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n for radio net-
works and SIP/H.323 for VoIP telephony. With Ascom VoWiFi handsets installed in 
the network you will get all the benefits of the .11n network capacity. The VoWiFi 
system also supports 802.11i, 802.11x and 802.11e ensuring high levels of security, 
authentication and voice quality.

IP-DECT
Ascom IP-DECT combines the proven DECT standard with VoIP, allowing you to take 
advantage of both packet data and high-quality voice connections – on the same 
network. IP-DECT offers a dedicated and protected frequency, making it exceedingly 
difficult to hack into.

Paging
Considered to be a simple platform, Ascom Paging now offers a high degree of func-
tionality that still addresses many on-site communication needs. Handsets can com-
municate one- or two-way, with data messages, and you have the ability to send 
alarms using push buttons, pull cords, man-down and no-movement alarms.

PATIENT HANDSET

Nurse Call Button
Bright light after pressing provides peace of mind to patients

Ascom‘s patient handsets are renowned for their ease of use and robustness. Our pro-
duct line features four ergonomic handsets that offer patients an extensive range of 
features and capabilities. All handsets are lightweight, compact, waterproof and can 
be dip-sterilised. The safe release plug, which connects each handset to the switch 
module, automatically releases if excessive strain is applied to the handset cable. The 
handsets feature an integrated RFID tag to simplify inventorying and sterilisation 
routines. Their anti-slip edge prevents the device from falling.

Bedlight Controls
Adjust bedlights to suit

Flashlight
To search for items when needed

Service Button
To call for service workers - configurable to your hospital‘s needs

Sun Shade Up and Down Controls
Adjust sun blinds to suit

Channel Controls
Select the channel required

Volume Controls
Adjust the speaker volume easily

TV and Radio Controls
Toggle between entertainment platforms
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Nurse Call With
Messaging & Speech
Adding voice to a nurse call system like teleCARE IP 
brings a number of efficiencies to staff. When a patient 
presses for help a message is sent out to the relevant 
nurse‘s handset wherever they may be in the hospital. 
This allows the nurse to speak to the patient and find 
out what they require before making the journey to 
them - it may even be a false call in which case the nur-
se can cancel the call directly from their handset. At this 
point the nurse is able to make the decision whether 
to take care of the request personally or alternatively 
assign it to another carer directly from their handset. 
Clinicians, nurses and support-staff will have a way of 
being contacted wherever they are, improving work-
flow efficiencies and reducing the time wasted trying 
to find a phone.

You will receive all the benefits from Nurse
Call With Messaging plus those below:
■ Speak to patients whilst on the move
■ Contact clinicians and departments when needed
■ Sound-activated alarms - for use within baby units 

or for patients who are unable to press a button
■ Have an assigned extension number
■ Ability to conference call
■ Push-To-Talk functionality
■ Voice calls over IP
■ User-friendly GUI.

The basics of what you will need:
■ teleCARE IP System Manager
■ Call device / module with speech
■ Room controller and corridor lamp
■ Unite Connectivity Manager
■ Ascom mobility system(s)
■ Ascom handsets
■ VoIP Gateway.

Nurse Call
Advanced
Nurse Call Advanced is where you really get to see what 
an Ascom solution can do for your hospital. It gives you 
a strong platform to administer, manage and run wards 
across your hospital. Having a system that integrates 
patient monitor alarms, nursing assignments, service 
tasks - and more - into one solution can really make 
a difference to efficiency. By introducing Ascom‘s Mes-
saging Suite to the mix you are able to manage, assign 
and view all alerts and alarms through one dashboard. 
This real-time data enables you to eliminate the time-
consuming process of manually updating and maintai-
ning information. Say goodbye to smudged white-
boards and lost sticky notes, say hello to efficiency and 
clarity.

You will receive all the benefits from Nurse Call With 
Messaging And Speech plus those below:
■ Create and manage users and groups based on skills-

set and shifts 
■ Manage integrations to other systems
■ Single user-interface for staff assignment
■ Send pre-defined, automatic alerts to manage rapid 

response resources 
■ Pre-define escalation chains
■ Clearly see a list of current alarm conditions
■ Provides complete traceability, logging and tracking 

of all events.

The basics of what you will need:
■ teleCARE IP System Manager
■ Call device / module with speech
■ Room controller and corridor lamp
■ Unite Connectivity Manager
■ Ascom mobility system(s)
■ Ascom handsets
■ VoIP Gateway
■ Ascom‘s messaging suite software.

UNIQUE FOR YOUR ORGANISATION

Nurse Call Basic
Our Nurse Call Basic solution provides a highly discreet 
and unintrusive way of contacting a nurse when nee-
ded. A patient presses their call device, a light is trig-
gered above the door of the ward and an audible signal 
sounds wherever the assigned nurse is shown in “nurse 
presence” mode. 

Benefits: 
■ Reduction in noise from patient alerts
■ User-friendly GUI
■ Alerts logged for efficiency analysis.

The basics of what you will need:
■ teleCARE IP System Manager
■ Call device / module
■ Room controller and corridor lamp.

Nurse Call With
Messaging
Moving beyond Nurse Call Basic, you can receive patient 
alarms, with location and alarm type, directly to your 
Ascom handset. This removes the need to look out for 
over-door lights as you and your handset may be any-
where in the hospital. By pre-defining skills-set groups 
and work-teams across wards, you don’t need to be 
aware of every alarm, only yours. Our advanced messa-
ging solution provides you with the ultimate flexibility 
in contacting staff.

You will receive all the benefits from Nurse
Call Basic plus those below:
■ Receive bedside alerts directly to your handset
■ Configure work groups based on types of call
■ Send tasks to numerous handsets simultaneously
■ Escalate alarms if they are not accepted within a 

specific time
■ Tasks are automatically updated from other team 

members‘ handsets once accepted
■ Receive third party alarms to your handset
■ Colour-code alarms based on their priority
■ Log and track all events.

The basics of what you will need:
■ teleCARE IP System Manager
■ Call device / module
■ Room controller and corridor lamp
■ Unite Connectivity Manager
■ Ascom mobility system(s)
■ Ascom handsets.

1

2

3

4

The architecture of our teleCARE IP system is different from traditional IP-based sys-
tems. Composed of IP room controllers, which are autonomous modules with their 
own business and decision logic - there is no single point of failure. There is no need 
for central server redundancy - decisions are made at the point where the action is 
needed, namely the room and bed. The solution is locally powered or uses Power over 
Ethernet.
We are able to offer you four adaptable nurse call options using our teleCARE IP so-
lution. You can create the perfect system for your establishment by connecting as 
many standard modules as necessary.
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System Management
Page
15 FE3-C1ABAB Ascom Unite Connectivity Manager
16 FE3-NKABAE teleCARE IP System Manager
16 A0100302001 VoIP Gateway

Patient Handsets
Page
17 NIPH3-ACS  Patient Handset with bedlight control, entertainment and patient-to-nurse speech
17  NIPH3-ABA  Patient Handset with bedlight control and flashlight
18  NIPH2-ABA/ABL Patient Handset with bedlight control
18  NIPH2-AAA  Patient Handset call only

Bedside Modules
Page 
19  NIDM-WBN  Doorside Module
19  NIBM2-WAS  Bedside Module - one button 
20  NIBM2-WBS  Bedside Module - three button
20  NICM-A1A/A3A  Customisable Module
20  NISP-WSA  Speech Module

Room Peripherals
Page
21  NIMA-W4E  Multiple Medical Alarm Module 
21  NIMS2-WAA  Medical Rail Socket
22  NIRD-WBA  Room Display
22 NIDS-WAA Duty Selector Module
22  NIBM2-WON  Card Reader Module 
23  NIPC2-WAA  Pull Cord Module 
23  NITC-W2A  Toilet Cancel Module - two button
24  NIPC-WBA  Pull Cord Module - three button 

Corridor Peripherals
Page
25  NICD-AA/NICD-BA  Corridor Display - single-sided messaging display
25  NICD-AB/NICD-BB  Corridor Display - double-sided messaging display
26  NIRC-WNM Room Controller - without speech
26 NIRC-WMS  Room Controller - with speech
26  NICL2-WSA  Corridor Lamp

Wireless TeleCare IP
Page 
27  NITX-AAA Mobile Transceiver RF variant
27 NITX-BAA  Mobile Transceiver RF & LF variant 
28  NIFX-1BA  Wireless Bedside Module - three button
28 NIFX-1AA  Wireless pull cord Module - three button
28  NILF-AAA  Wireless LF Beacon
28  NIRX-1AA  Wireless Transceiver Module 

teleCARE IP Accessories
Page
29 Accessories for the following products can be found on this page:
  FE3-C1ABAB
  FE3-NKABAE
  NIPH3-ACS  
  NIPH3-ABA  
  NIPH2-ABA/ABL 
  NIPH2-AAA
  NIDM-WBN  
  NIBM2-WAS  
  NIBM2-WBS  
  NICM - A1A
  NICM-A3A  
  NISP-WSA  
  NIMA-W4E
  NIMS2-WAA 
  NIRD-WBA

30 Accessories for the following products can be found on this page:
  NIRD-WBA 
  NIDS-WAA  
  NIBM2-WON  
  NIPC2-WAA  
  NITC-W2A  
  NIPC-WBA
  NIRC-WNM 
  NIRC-WMS  
  NICL2-WSA
  NITX-AAA 
  NITX-BAA  
  NIFX-1BA  
  NIFX-1AA  
  NILF-AAA
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FE3-C1ABAB
ASCOM UNITE
CONNECTIVITY MANAGER
Reliable and secure alarm, messaging and
administration platform

The Ascom Unite Connectivity Manager (Unite CM) delivers 
critical alarms, messaging and data to mobile staff members, 
regardless of their type via a web-based tool.
Use the Unite CM to create advanced two-way interactive 
messages that can be prioritised visually by color-coding 
and recognised audibly by distinctive message tones. Ascom 
Unite CM acts as the heart of our messaging communication 
platform by connecting with a wide array of information sys-
tems, converting that information and outputting it in an un-
derstandable fromat - interactive messages.

■ Unit size: 220mm x 199mm x 44mm
■ Scalable and supports up to 10,000 mobile device users
■ Rack mount kit available*.

Ascom Unite CM supports:
■ Device management of handsets, chargers,        

IP-DECT Access Points and IP-DECT Gateways
■ Interactive messaging
■ Module redundancy
■ Connectivity to third party systems
■ Activity and fault logging
■ Group handling - teams and shifts
■ Advanced alarm and event handling.

Using a web browser interface you can:
■ Update system software
■ View activity and fault logs
■ Program fault actions
■ Configure alarm handling
■ Manage your Ascom devices over-the-air
■ Create and manage a central staff phonebook.

Base Licence Options

Our flexible platform architecture provides scalable 
base license options with add-on functionality as 
needed:

■ Compact Base Licence – small-to-medium enter-
prise, single-site systems supporting up to a 100 
users.

■ Enterprise Base Licence – medium-to-large 
enterprise, single-site systems supporting up to 
10,000 users.

■ Extension Base Licence – extension module, for 
compact or enterprise to increase performance, 
capacity or provide additional serial interface.

FE3-NKABAE
teleCARE IP SYSTEM
MANAGER
teleCARE IP configuration and
system management tool

The teleCARE IP system manager is used as a 
management tool to centrally setup and manage 
the teleCARE IP system. The system is connected 
to the IP network and stores the configurations 
for each of the teleCARE IP Room Controllers that 
are connected to the IP network.

■ Unit size: 220mm x 199mm x 44mm
■ Stand-alone Interactive Messaging (IM) server
■ Embedded solid state server running Linux
■ Connected to IP network
■ Stores configurations for each room controller
■ Handles up to 200 room controllers
■ Java-based Graphical User Interface (GUI) is 

supplied
■ Rack mount kit available*.

A0100302001
VOIP GATEWAY
Enabling speech for teleCARE IP

IP-based gateway providing the VoIP based soluti-
on. Supporting all the features of a traditional PBX. 
A SIP Trunk can be used for the interface to a main 
site PBX.

■ Unit size: 210mm x 134mm x 32mm
■ Scalable and supports up to 200 objects (staff, 

beds, and announcement groups)
■ Solid state memory
■ Works with today‘s standard VOIP protocols: 

H. H.323 version 5 SIP version 2, conform RFC 
3261 SIP over UDP, TCP

■ Power supply via Power over Ethernet (POE) or 
external power.

SYSTEM
MANAGEMENT

*This is ordered separately.
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PATIENT
HANDSETS

Linen clip and parking bracket can be ordered separately.

NIPH3-ACS
PATIENT HANDSET
With bedlight control, entertainment 
and patient-to-nurse speech

Ergonomic, lightweight, compact, waterproof and 
can be dip-sterilised.
54mm x 151mm x 20mm.

Handset contains the following:
■ One large orange push-button indelibly printed 

with nurse symbol, permanently backlit for easy 
location in the dark. Brightens when pressed, 
for reassurance

■ One service button, permanently backlit for 
easy location in the dark. Brightens when 
pressed for reassurance

■ Two buttons for bedlight control
■ Flashlight
■ Radio and TV sound through handset
■ Radio and TV control
■ Two volume control buttons
■ Two channel control buttons
■ Two sunblind control buttons
■ 3.5mm jack
■ Nurse call speech via internal speaker
■ Integrated RFID tag
■ IP65 rated
■ 2.5 metre cable.

NIPH3-ABA
PATIENT HANDSET
With bedlight control and flashlight

Ergonomic, lightweight, compact, waterproof and 
can be dip-sterilised.
54mm x 151mm x 20mm.

Handset contains the following:
■ One large orange push-button indelibly printed 

with nurse symbol, permanently backlit for easy 
location in the dark. Brightens when pressed, 
for reassurance

■ One service button, permanently backlit for 
easy location in the dark. Brightens when 
pressed for reassurance

■ Two buttons for bedlight control
■ Two sunblind control buttons
■ Flashlight
■ Integrated RFID tag
■ IP67 rated
■ 2.5 metre cable.

NIPH2-ABA / ABL
PATIENT HANDSET
With bedlight control

Ergonomic, lightweight, compact, waterproof and 
can be dip-sterilised.
54mm x 151mm x 20mm.

Handset contains the following:
■ One large orange push-button indelibly printed 

with nurse symbol, permanently backlit for easy 
location in the dark. Brightens when pressed, 
for reassurance

■ Two buttons for bedlight control
■ IP67 rated
■ 2.5 metre cable (NIPH2-ABA) or 6 metre cable 

(NIPH2-ABL).

NIPH2-AAA
PATIENT HANDSET
Call only

Ergonomic, lightweight, compact, waterproof and 
can be dip-sterilised.
54mm x 151mm x 20mm.

Handset contains the following:
■ One large orange push-button indelibly printed 

with nurse symbol, permanently backlit for easy 
location in the dark, brightens when pressed, 
for reassurance

■ IP67 rated
■ 2.5 metre cable.
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*This is ordered separately.

BEDSIDE
MODULES

NIDM-WBN
DOORSIDE MODULE
Wall mounted single switch module
suitable for patient and general rooms

An active peripheral supporting a teleCARE IP 
speech module*.
91mm x 91mm x 17mm.

Module contains the following:
■ Three push-buttons easily recognised by their 

colour: orange, red and green, permanently 
backlit for easy location in the dark. Brightens 
when pressed, for reassurance

■ Orange large button for call indelibly printed 
with nurse symbol

■ Red smaller button for emergency indelibly 
printed “EMERG.”

■ Green smaller button for staff presence indelibly 
printed “STAFF”

■ Audible signal when nurse presence activated 
on local forwarded calls

■ Wall mountable
■ Requires a single backplate*.

NIBM2-WAS
BEDSIDE MODULE
One button bedside module

Designed for use in the teleCARE IP system.
Front plate 91mm x 91mm x 17mm features the 
following:

■ One large orange push-button, permanently 
backlit for easy location in the dark. Brightens 
when pressed, for reassurance

■ Orange large button for call indelibly printed 
with nurse symbol

■ Safe release socket for connecting a patient 
handset.

■ Wall mountable
■ Requires a single backplate*.

The module supports:
■ All types of teleCARE handsets
■ Two light switching circuits
■ teleCARE IP speech module
■ Stereo TV audio via the TV interface module
■ Multiple medical alarm
■ Sunblind Control Module
■ An external call input parallel to the orange call 

button of the NIBM2.

NIBM2-WBS
BEDSIDE MODULE
Three button bedside module

Designed for use in the teleCARE IP system. 
Front plate 91mm x 91mm x 17mm features the 
following:

■ Three push-buttons easily recognised by their 
colour: orange, red and grey, permanently back-
lit for easy location in the dark. Brightens when 
pressed, for reassurance

■ Orange large button for call indelibly printed 
with nurse symbol

■ Red smaller button for emergency indelibly 
printed “EMERG.”

■ Grey smaller button for reset indelibly printed 
“RESET”

■ Safe release socket for connecting a patient 
handset.

■ Wall mountable
■ Requires a single backplate*.

The module supports:
■ All types of teleCARE handsets
■ Two light switching circuits
■ teleCARE IP speech module
■ Stereo TV audio via the TV interface module
■ Multiple medical alarm
■ Sunblind Control Module
■ An external call input parallel to the orange call 

button of the NIBM2.

NICM-A1A / A3A
CUSTOMISABLE MODULE
Customisable module adapted to suit 
requirements

Can assembled as a 1-button or a 2-button
switch module. Supports a teleCARE IP speech 
module and Multiple Medical Alarm Module*.
91mm x 91mm x 17mm.

■ Buttons are permanently backlit for easy loca-
tion in the dark. Brightens when pressed, for 
reassurance

■ Customisable buttons in various colours*
■ 1-button cover plate*
■ 2-button cover plate*
■ Printed circuit board is supplied
■ Wall mountable
■ Requires a single backplate*.

NISP-WSA SPEECH MODULE
Used in the teleCARE IP system

■ 91mm x 91mm x 17mm
■ Twin loudspeakers for high quality voice transmission
■ Highly sensitive electret microphone for two-way speech
■ Red/green LED to show speech active to the room 
■ Green when the speech channel is in transmit mode (patient to nurse)
■ Red when it is in receive mode (nurse to patient)
■ Perforated anodised aluminium face plate.
■ Wall mountable
■ Requires a single backplate*.
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NIMA-W4E
MULTIPLE
MEDICAL
ALARM MODULE
Four medical alarms distribution module

■ 91mm x 91mm x 17mm
■ Four medical alarm inputs for the distribution 

of secondary alarms from third party medical 
devices

■ One high priority input
■ One medium priority input
■ Two low priority inputs
■ Secure monitoring of the electrical connections 

with disconnect alarm
■ Medical alarm test button with LED
■ Intentional disconnect button with LED
■ Test alarm functionality when connecting medi-

cal devices
■ Unintentional disconnection and cable break 

alarm
■ Wall mountable
■ Requires a medical device licence*
■ Requires connector cables*
■ Requires a single backplate*.

*This is ordered separately.

ROOM
PERIPHERALS

NIMS2-WAA
MEDICAL RAIL SOCKET
Connection for patient handsets

■ 86mm x 20mm x 46mm
■ Safe release socket for connecting a patient 

handset
■ Supports all types of teleCARE handsets
■ Supports two light switching circuits
■ Supports a teleCARE IP speech module
■ Supports stereo TV audio via the TV interface 

module 
■ Supports a socket extension module and is pre-

pared for the Multiple Medical Alarm module
■ Supports an external call input
■ Flush mountable by two screws.

NIDS-WAA
DUTY SELECTOR MODULE
Push-button duty selector

■ 91mm x 91mm x 17mm 
■ Push-button selector
■ Up to 10 pre-programmed duty assignments
■ Numbers from 0 to 9 are displayed in the 

window at centre of the unit to indicate the 
selected duty

■ includes a buzzer which can be configured to 
signal calls etc.

■ 2 relay contact connections for control of exter-
nal devices from system

■ 2 input circuits used to receive information from 
external devices
■ Wall mountable.

NIBM2-WON
CARD READER MODULE
RFID card reader module

■ 91mm x 91mm x 19mm 
■ RFID device operating at a frequency of 13.56 

MHz
■ Used with contactless proximity smartcards
■ Buzzer and LED confirmation of card reader 

response
■ Relay for access control of doors
■ An input for monitoring door status contacts
■ A tamper alarm switch which detects when the 

card reader is removed from the backplate
■ Wall mountable
■ Requires a single backplate*.

NIRD-WBA
ROOM DISPLAY
Doorside module, room display and RFID card reader in one 

■ 135mm x 91mm x 17mm
■ LCD screen size: 63mm x 36mm
■ Backlit LCD graphical display with large, easy to read characters
■ 3 function keys
■ Up/down scroll buttons for display and speech control
■ Unit is permanently backlit for easy location in the dark, brightens when 

pressed to indicate activation
■ Orange button for call indelibly printed with nurse symbol
■ Red button for emergency indelibly printed “EMERG.”
■ Green button for staff presence indelibly printed “STAFF”
■ Includes a buzzer speaker with configured beep codes for received messages
■ Easy to clean membrane
■ Support a teleCARE IP speech module
■ Wall mountable
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*This is ordered separately. **Includes size of backplate.

ROOM
PERIPHERALS

NIPC2-WAA PULL CORD MODULE
IP44 rated module suitable for wet environments

Designed for use in bathrooms, toilets and similar areas.
Front plate 91mm x 91mm x 21mm** features the following:

■ IP44 splash proof
■ 2 metre long pull cord with two safety break plastic balls
■ Call activation by a 2m long pull cord
■ Call and fault indicator LED shines through face plate
■ Requires a single backplate*.

NITC-W2A TOILET CANCEL MODULE
Two button toilet module

Designed to cancel toilet calls made by linked toilet call devices. Front plate 
91mm x 91mm x 17mm features the following:

■ Two push-buttons easily recognised by their colour: red and grey, permanently 
backlit for easy location in the dark. Brightens when pressed, for reassurance

■ Red button for emergency indelibly printed “EMERG.”
■ Grey button for reset indelibly printed “RESET”
■ Requires a single backplate*.

NIPC-WBA PULL CORD MODULE
Three button pull cord module

Designed for use in bathrooms, toilets and similar areas.
Front plate 91mm x 91mm x 17mm features the following:

■ Three push-buttons easily recognised by their colour: orange, red and grey, 
permanently backlit for easy location in the dark. Brightens when pressed, for 
reassurance

■ Orange large button for call indelibly printed with nurse symbol
■ Red smaller button for emergency indelibly printed “EMERG.”
■ Grey smaller button for reset indelibly printed “RESET”
■ Safe release socket for connecting a patient handset.
■ 2 metre long pull cord with two safety break plastic balls
■ Call activation by a 2m long pull cord
■ Connection for a socket extension module
■ Connection for a speech module
■ Wall mountable 
■ Requires a single backplate*.
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NICD-AB / NICD-BB
CORRIDOR DISPLAY
Double-sided messaging display

■ Two display versions: 6 character and 12 character display
■ 6 character unit size: 355mm x 135mm x 76mm
■ 12 character unit size: 655mm x 135mm x 76mm
■ 3 colour messaging display - red, green and amber
■ Signalling buzzer
■ Connection to LAN with Power over Ethernet (POE)
■ Suitable for ceiling suspension or wall mounting
■ Displays and switches between up to 30 different messages.

CORRIDOR
PERIPHERALS

NICD-AA / NICD-BA
CORRIDOR DISPLAY
Single-sided messaging display

■ Two display versions: 6 character and 12 character display
■ 6 character unit size: 355mm x 135mm x 38mm
■ 12 character unit size: 655mm x 135mm x 38mm
■ 3 colour messaging display - red, green and amber
■ Signalling buzzer
■ Connection to LAN with Power over Ethernet (POE)
■ Suitable for ceiling suspension or wall mounting
■ Displays and switches between up to 30 different messages.

NIRC-WMN / NIRC-WMS
ROOM CONTROLLER
Includes integrated corridor lamp

■ 160mm x 123mm x 57mm
■ Accomodates up to 4 LED boards*
■ 5 LED board colours: red, green, yellow, white and blue
■ Supports 3 digital room buses each with 8 addresses
■ NIRC-WMS supports speech with 3 independent voice channels
■ Internal buzzer for call and fault signalling
■ Plastic housing with translucent dome.

NICL2-WSA
CORRIDOR LAMP
4-colour corridor lamp

■ 160mm x 123mm x 57mm
■ Accomodates up to 4 LED boards*
■ 5 LED board colours: red, green, yellow, white and blue
■ Internal buzzer for call and fault signalling
■ Plastic housing with translucent dome.

*This is ordered separately.
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NITX-AAA / NITX-BAA
MOBILE TRANSCEIVER
IP67 rated wireless wristband or
neck pendant call unit

■ Wristband 65mm x 40mm x 14.9mm 
■ Pendant 78.4mm x 41.8mm x 16mm
■ RF variant NITX-AAA
■ RF & LF variant NITX-BAA
■ IP67 rated
■ Large call button and call reassurance LED
■ Customisable through interchangeable buttons, rings and loops 

in various colors 
■ Recurring heartbeat message to identify failure or out of range 

detection
■ Different call levels, including cancel with acknowledged alarms
■ Through air programmable parameters
■ Lockable wrist strap to prevent removing
■ Each mobile transceiver has a unique ID.

NILF-AAA WIRELESS LF BEACON
Transmits real-time location information.

■ 185mm x 65mm x 35mm
■ LF range up to 2m / 6.5ft radius with battery
■ LF range up to 3m / 9.84ft radius with external power
■ Battery operated - three 1.5V “C” (R14) alkaline batteries
■ External 12-24Vdc power supply unit
■ Red LED indicating low battery status and tamper alarm
■ Front cover removal/tamper alarm.

NIRX-1AA
WIRELESS
TRANSCEIVER
MODULE

■ 40mm x 30mm x 7mm 
■ Adds wireless functonality to teleCARE IP.

*This is ordered separately. **Includes size of backplate.

WIRELESS
teleCARE IP

NIFX-1AA
WIRELESS PULL
CORD MODULE
Three button wireless
pull cord module

Designed for use in
bathrooms, toilets and
similar areas. Front plate
91mm x 91mm x 17mm
features the following:

■ Three push-buttons easily recognised by its co-
lour: orange, red and grey, permanently backlit 
for easy location in the dark. Brightens when 
pressed, for reassurance

■ Orange large button for call indelibly printed 
with nurse symbol

■ Red smaller button for emergency indelibly 
printed “EMERG.”

■ Grey smaller button for reset indelibly printed 
“RESET”

■ 2 metre long pull cord with two safety break 
plastic balls

■ Call activation by a 2m long pull cord
■ Wall mountable 
■ Backplate included
■ Requires 2 x AA batteries*.

NIFX-1BA WIRELESS
BEDSIDE MODULE
Three button wireless bedside module

Designed for use in the teleCARE IP system. 
Front plate 91mm x 91mm x 17mm features the 
following:

■ Three push-buttons easily recognised by their 
colour: orange, red and grey, permanently back-
lit for easy location in the dark. Brightens when 
pressed, for reassurance

■ Orange large button for call indelibly printed 
with nurse symbol

■ Red smaller button for emergency indelibly 
printed “EMERG.”

■ Grey smaller button for reset indelibly printed 
“RESET”

■ Safe release socket for connecting patient 
handset NIPH2-A1A

■ Wall mountable
■ Backplate included
■ Requires 2 x AA batteries*.
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FE3-C1ABAB
FE3-NKABAE 
660324 - 19” Rack Mount Kit, Front Mount
660325 - 19” Rack Mount Kit, Rear Mount 

NIPH3-ACS
NIPH3-ABA 
NIPH2-ABA / ABL
NIPH2-AAA 
660380 - Parking bracket
R414207 - Linen clip

NIDM-WBN
NIDM-G3N - Grey variant
R280920 - Backplate single Grey
R281145 - Backplate single White
R280926 - Spacer single Grey
R281149 - Spacer single White
NICT-4AA - Connector terminal 4 -pole

NIBM2-WAS
NIBM2-WBS
NIBM2-G1S - Grey variant
NIBM-G3S - Grey variant
R280920 - Backplate single Grey
R281145 - Backplate single White
R280921 - Backplate double Grey
R281146 - Backplate double White
R280924 - Backplate triple Grey
R281148 - Backplate triple White
R280926 - Spacer single Grey
R281149 - Spacer single White
NICT-4AA - Connector terminal 4 -pole

 
NICM-A1A
NICM-A3A
R280920 - Backplate single Grey
R281145 - Backplate single White
R280926 - Spacer single Grey
R281149 - Spacer single White
660228 - Coverplate 1 button Grey
660229 - Coverplate 1 button White

660230 - Coverplate 2 button Grey
660231 - Coverplate 2 button White
660234 - Red button - large nurse symbol
660235 - Green button - large
660236 - Blue button - large cross symbol
660237 - Red button - small nurse symbol
660242 - Red button - small heartbeat symbol
660238 - Green button - small
660239 - Yellow button - small
660240 - Blue button - cross symbol 
NICT-4AA - Connector terminal 4 -pole

NISP-WSA
NISP-GSA - Grey variant
R280921 - Backplate double Grey
R281146 - Backplate double White
R280924 - Backplate triple Grey
R281148 - Backplate triple White
R280926 - Spacer single Grey
R281149 - Spacer single White 
R190192 - Connector cable two 5 pole plugs 170mm
R190193 - Connector cable two 5 pole plugs 200mm
660313 - Connector cable two 5 pole plugs 400mm

NIMA-W4E
NIMA-G4E  - Grey variant
R280921 - Backplate double Grey
R281146 - Backplate double White
R280924 - Backplate triple Grey
R281148 - Backplate triple White
R280926 - Spacer single Grey
R281149 - Spacer single White
660393 - MMA Alarm Cable
660313 - Extra long interconnection cable (400mm)

NIMS2-WAA
NIMS2-GAA - Grey variant
NICT-4AA - Connector terminal 4 -pole

NIRD-WBA
NIRD-GAA - Grey variant
660359 - Short backplate room display only in Grey

660360 - Short backplate room display only in White
660361 - Long backplate for combination with NISP in
Grey
660362 - Long backplate for combination with NISP in
White
NICT-4AA - Connector terminal 4 -pole
NICT-8AA - Connector terminal 8 pole for room bus
with passive bus

NIDS-WAA
NIDS-GAA - Grey variant
R280926 - Spacer single Grey
R281149 - Spacer single White
660225 - Front plate blank Grey
660226 - Front plate blank White
NICT-4AA - Connector terminal 4 -pole

NIBM2-WON
NICR-WON - Grey variant
R280920 - Backplate single Grey
R281145 - Backplate single White
R280926 - Spacer single Grey
R281149 - Spacer single White
NICT-4AA - Connector terminal 4 -pole

 
NIPC2-WAA
NIPC2-GAA - Grey variant
660098 - Replacement pull-cord with plastic balls
NICT-4AA - Connector terminal 4 -pole

NITC-W2A
NITC-G2A - Grey variant
R280920 - Backplate single Grey
R281145 - Backplate single White
R280926 - Spacer single Grey
R281149 - Spacer single White
NICT-4AA - Connector terminal 4 -pole

NIPC-WBA
NIPS-G3A - Grey variant 
R280920 - Backplate single Grey
R281145 - Backplate single White 
R280926 - Spacer single Grey
R281149 - Spacer single White 
R281098 - Replacement balls for pull-cord 
R281238 - Wet Area Cover
NICT-4AA - Connector terminal 4 -pole

NIRC-GMN
NICT-2BA - Connector terminal 2 pole
NICT-4AA - Connector terminal 4 -pole
NILD-RAA LED Lamp - Red

NILD-GAA LED Lamp - Green
NILD-YAA LED Lamp - Yellow
NILD-WAA LED Lamp - White
NILD-BAA LED Lamp - Blue
NIPE-AAA - PoE Extension Module

NIRC-WMS
NIRC-GMS - Grey variant
NICT-2BA - Connector terminal 2 pole
NICT-4AA - Connector terminal 4 -pole
NICT-6AA - Connector terminal 6 pole
NILD-RAA LED Lamp - Red
NILD-GAA LED Lamp - Green
NILD-YAA LED Lamp - Yellow
NILD-WAA LED Lamp - White
NILD-BAA LED Lamp - Blue
NIPE-AAA - PoE Extension Module
660344 - Blank Cover Grey
660345 - Blank Cover White

NICL2-WSA
NICL2-GSA - Grey variant
NICT-4AA - Connector terminal 4 -pole
NICT-6AA - Connector terminal 6 pole
NILD2-RAA LED Lamp - Red 19mA 5.5v
NILD2-GAA LED Lamp - Green 25mA 5.5v
NILD2-YAA LED Lamp - Yellow 19mA 5.5v
NILD2-WAA LED Lamp - White 25mA 5.5v
NILD2-BAA LED Lamp - Blue 25mA 5.5v

NITX-AAA / BAA
660422 - NCS 8502-B (Black ring)
660422 - NCS 4502-B (Light Grey ring)
660422 - NCS 0500-N (White ring)
660422 - NCS 8502-B (Dark Grey button)
660422 - NCS 0500-N (White button)
660422 - NCS 2750-R (Red button)
660422 - NCS 5040-G20Y (Green button)
660422 - NCS 2070-Y50R (Amber button)
660425 - NCS 2070-Y50R (Amber loop)
660425 - NCS 2060-R40B (Purple loop)
660425 - NCS 1050-G60Y (Blue loop)
660425 - NCS 0575-G60Y (Yellow loop)
660425 - NCS 8502-B (Black loop)

NIFX-1AA / 1BA
NICT-2BA - Connector terminal 2 pole
NICT-8AA - Connector terminal 8 pole for room bus
with passive bus

NILF-AAA
NIRX-AAA - Transceiver piggyback module
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For more information
To learn more about Ascom products and solutions, visit us at www.ascom.
co.uk, or call 0121 353 6151 to speak to an Ascom Solutions Consultant 
about potential productivity gains at your facility.

About Ascom Wireless Solutions 
Ascom Wireless Solutions (www.ascom.com/ws) is a leading provider of 
on-site wireless communications for key segments such as hospitals, se-
nior care, independent living, manufacturing industries, secure establish-
ments, retail and hotels. More than 75,000 systems are installed at major 
companies all over the world. The company offers a broad range of voice 
and professional messaging solutions, creating value for customers by 
supporting and optimising their Mission-Critical processes. The solutions 
are based on VoWiFi, IP-DECT, nurse call and paging technologies, smartly 
integrated via Ascom Unite into existing enterprise systems. The company 
has subsidiaries in 11 countries and 1,200 employees worldwide. Founded 
in 1955 and based in Göteborg, Sweden, Ascom Wireless Solutions is part 
of the Ascom Group, listed on the Swiss Stock Exchange (ASCN:SIX).
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Distributed by: 
Ascom (UK) Ltd
Enterprise Drive, Aldridge Road, Streetly B74 2DY
T: 0121 353 6151 | E: sales@ascom.co.uk
www.ascom.co.uk

Manufactured by:
Ascom Wireless Solutions
Ascom (Sweden) AB 
Grimbodalen 2, SE-417 49 Göteborg, Sweden
www.ascom.com/ws
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